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Dear Delegates,Dear Delegates,
Welcome to a captivating journey that unfoldsWelcome to a captivating journey that unfolds

through the pages of MUN ki Baat. As we delve intothrough the pages of MUN ki Baat. As we delve into
the realms of storytelling, we invite you to be ourthe realms of storytelling, we invite you to be our

esteemed companions on this enthralling adventure.esteemed companions on this enthralling adventure.
We want you to immerse yourself in the vibrantWe want you to immerse yourself in the vibrant

atmosphere that permeated every session. Throughatmosphere that permeated every session. Through
meticulous reporting and vivid illustrations, we aim tometiculous reporting and vivid illustrations, we aim to

transport you into the very heart of HFSMUN,transport you into the very heart of HFSMUN,
capturing the essence of each thought-provokingcapturing the essence of each thought-provoking
discussion, every momentous decision, and thediscussion, every momentous decision, and the

collective spirit that defined this event. Together, wecollective spirit that defined this event. Together, we
shall traverse the narratives, triumphs, and challengesshall traverse the narratives, triumphs, and challenges

that have shaped HFSMUN 2023.that have shaped HFSMUN 2023.

Regards,Regards,
HFSMUN HFSMUN Press TeamPress Team  

Kuhu Bhattacharya & Keara BardhanKuhu Bhattacharya & Keara Bardhan
  

LETTER FROM THE TEAMLETTER FROM THE TEAMLETTER FROM THE TEAM
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NIGHT CRISIS COMMITTEENIGHT CRISIS COMMITTEE

 The year is 2001. Every newspaper reads the
same headline: ‘HORROR IN THE SKY’. The
infamous 9/11 has occurred. An immediate night
crisis committee has assembled at HFSMUN’23.
With the agenda ‘Post 9/11: Afghanistan
Invasion’, the room brimmed with anticipation
and chaos as evident tension engulfed it.

Taxing SSLs from important personalities like
George Bush and Mohammad Fahim initiated
the event. It did not take long for the digs,
derogatory remarks, and disrespectful
allegations to roll in. Jean Chretien, the Prime
Minister of Canada, tried to bring peace and
order to the committee by proposing economic
sanctions and a thorough investigation to find
the reason for the horrifying event. However,
the agitated delegates were quick to shoot this
idea down, with George W. Bush questioning
how economic sanctions would take place on an
organisation that "is not recognised by the UN
and does not even reveal its sources of income!"

Things were soon to heat up. According to
Mohammad Omar, the leader of the Taliban, all
those who died on 9/11 are "atheist pigs."
Further, "AMERICA IS MORE DISGRACEFUL
THAN THE MUD ON OUR SHOES" was the cry
that came from him. Not just him; almost all
speakers made bold statements and felt no
remorse to target their enemy states. With table
bangs after almost every SSL, the Crisis was
booming with controversies when they broke
up for the unmoderated caucus.

TWIN TOWERS:TWIN TOWERS:TWIN TOWERS:
THETHETHE

SEPARATIONSEPARATIONSEPARATION
   BY ANAAMYA PANCHAL &BY ANAAMYA PANCHAL &BY ANAAMYA PANCHAL &

   ADVAY VAIDYAADVAY VAIDYAADVAY VAIDYA   

Only more charged up from the lobbying during
the unmoderated caucus, the delegates came up
with three directives:

BROKEN DREAMS, led by Saddam Hussein and
Vladimir Putin, among others; ISAF, led by John
McColl and George W. Bush; and finally,
MASHALLAH, led by Mohammad Omar and
Pervez Musharraf, among others. With
innovative names came even more ingenious
ideas and motions, which were all passed by the
committee with a majority.

A quick 2v2 discussion of the agenda concluded
this adrenaline-rushing crisis committee for the
day. Before breaking up, a new crisis struck.
New York has been bombed. Destroyed to the
core. What will the night crisis committee do
now? The surprise awaits us next!
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ILLUSTRATED BY RIYAAN RANEY
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September 11th, 2001.
 08:04 a.m. 
A dark dilapidated room, Old School, HFS. 

The bombing of New York shook everybody to the core. Not just that, but more calamities are on the
rise. The UN is destroyed. Kofi Annan is dead. America has officially declared war on Afghanistan,
and the Suez Canal has been captured, blocking all trade routes. Catastrophes are the only thing
gripping the world.

All world leaders, too, are wreaking havoc. Mohammad Nab Omari warned to demolish the Empire
State Building altogether and further said, ‘If you do not come to your senses, we will COME FOR
YOU!’ Mohammad Omar, leader of the Taliban, in his controversial speech, pronounced the late
victims of the bombing ‘atheist, filthy pigs.’ The Western personalities did not back down either.
Anthony Blair boldly remarked that Britain ruled over Afghanistan and would not mind doing it
again.

Mohammad Omar, supporting his head of communications, displayed passion and fury as he
threatened to launch missiles into Paris, Moscow, and Washington, D.C. In response, Saddam
Hussein insulted him by questioning how they would even fund this mission, and since their trial
missions have not been tested over 600km, their missiles will not even make it past their own
territory.

Immense gravity filled the room as the USA officially declared war on the Middle East. Not just
externally, tension is also rising within the country. Angry men and women in the Middle East are
revolting against their stringent laws. In retaliation, the Afghans and Arabs clogged the Suez Canal
and blocked all the trade routes. Terrorists have no care for safety; they are ruthlessly bombing
anything and everything in sight.

Disaster struck in all spheres.

2

The climax of this movie-like committee was the valiant final
statements in the 3v3 given by George W. Bush, Mohammad
Omar, Maulana Masood Azad, John McColl, and Osama Bin
Laden.

The wrap-up of this glorious, time-ticking crisis committee
was rather dark. Pakistan bombed the Indian state of
Kashmir, destroyed Tamil Nadu, and took several lives. The
dilemma was global. The Middle East was completely
dispersed and reduced to nothing more than a wasteland. The
multiple bombings caused a chain reaction, which, in turn,
ruined the ozone layer of the Earth.

Finally, the true horrors of war, destruction, and aggression emerged, extinguishing all life,
decimating every organism, and plunging the world into an irreversible collapse.

NIGHT CRISIS COMMITTEENIGHT CRISIS COMMITTEE

ILLUSTRATED BY MANASIJ MAHANTI
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ILLUSTRATED BY ISHITA SHINKHEDKAR

BY ADVIKA MANE AND DISHA ANGADIBY ADVIKA MANE AND DISHA ANGADIBY ADVIKA MANE AND DISHA ANGADI
   

HOW’S THE JOSH?HOW’S THE JOSH?HOW’S THE JOSH?
DOLLAR SIR!DOLLAR SIR!DOLLAR SIR!   
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"We are the U.S., and we never back down!" 

The committee buckled up to come up with
comprehensive solutions for the agenda at hand.
This, of course, meant the division of the
committee into distinct blocs, with the USA and
Russia taking charge. 

The Presidential Address by the USA sparked
quite a controversy. The USA stated that it wants
to work hand-in-hand with other countries. As
soon as it completed its address, Russia, as eager
as ever, delivered a 30-second address urging the
committee to favour the Chinese Yuan instead of
the Dollar. Truly a tight spot! 

Upon being questioned about the advantages of
adopting the Chinese Yuan, The USA confidently
said that the dollar promotes diversification
unlike any other country in the world since most
countries don’t trust their citizens enough to
permit them access to the globe. As the line of
inquiry continued, Qatar, who was mockingly
called "Andrew Tate", said that it is quite a shame
that the riyal is twice as valuable in comparison
to the Dollar. The USA, full of josh, said, "Oil has
more rights than women in your country!"
Shocking everyone. 

BREAKING: "Oil has more rights than Women in
Qatar," says the president of the USA. It rebuttals by
humiliating Qatar by strongly stating, "Fate of Shame
that our currency is double that of yours.”

United Nations Tribune
@hfsmun2023

#Oil #Currency

10:00 AM . Aug 5, 2023 . Twitter for hfsmun  

 

In connection with the USA's previous statement,
Saudi Arabia said that women, too, don’t have
many rights in the USA. To which it boldly
proclaimed, "It is not Pakistan that I am
representing!". Bitter with disrespect, Pakistan
said, "For a country that has more guns than
people, you sure have a lot to say!" Oof, burn!

 

A motion was moved about the causes of De-
Dollarization. 2 power blocs:
 Bloc 1: Japan and Denmark, and Bloc 2: Israel
and the USA—truly an interesting bunch!

After some restless back and forth, Israel said
that "A spark against the Dollar was created,
and the spark was simply not enough!" The
tension only thickened. Denmark then
accused the USA of rising debt. The USA asked
for justifications for the countries without
gold that need Dollars to sustain themselves.
Cameroon stated that China, too, has its own
gold reserves. Israel, out of impulse, yelled
out, "Even Dharavi has at least one tonne of
gold." Confusion and laughter gripped the
committee. Israel further accuses the opposite
bloc of valuing gold reserves over its own
people. The delegate received backlash. Israel
got defensive and said, "Stop mocking me!" In
the end, Denmark said, "Stop Mansplaining
everything and listen!" Still, the fight went on
until it was stopped by the chair.

In conclusion, the session was marked by
turmoil, and the rift between the two blocs
escalated. All culminating in an intriguing
end, which has created much anticipation for
the Finale tomorrow, Kaun Banega Crorepati?

ECOSOC 

ILLUSTRATED BY RIYAAN RANEY
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I C CI C C   
The Indian Crisis Cabinet concluded
the previous day in an exhilarating
fashion as the United India protests
died down on the order of Veer
Savarkar and AIML. Veer Savarkar
received official authorization from
the British and Constituent Assembly
to investigate the assassination of
Prince Phillip. In the midst of this,
Mohammed Wavell and Khan Abdul
Gaffar Khan were declared proud
members of the AIML.

V.P. Menon was of the opinion that if
the country isn’t divided into two, it
will have to be divided into many.
He reiterated that Nehru aspires to
keep the country consolidated only
because of his need for supreme
power and selfish gains.

Veer Savarkar was delighted to
welcome Sardar Vallabhai Patel and
any other member of the INC who
wished to join the Hindu Mahasabha.
Nehru passionately expressed that
dividing the nation would be akin to
"cutting the legs of a horse."
However, when he failed to gain the
support of the masses, he responded
to previous allegations, asserting
that some leaders were blaming him
out of their own jealousy and
incompetence to lead the INC.

Right after this, the committee broke
into its first crisis of the day. The
occupation of the Golden Temple by
British soldiers intensifies the
"Punjab question," triggering Sikh-
led protests and riots across the
region, supported by Hindu and
Muslim leaders. Amidst this, the
emergence of the Khalistan
Swatantrata Dal and concerns about
creating a Sikh-majority state called
Khalistan complicate the situation
further. Up first, taking a bold
stance, Jinnah went on to say,
"Khalistanis are roaches! And we
must get rid of these roaches."

ILLUSTRATED BY MANASIJ MAHANTI

MOHAMMADMOHAMMAD
GANDHI?GANDHI?

  By Reeva Khandelwal, Advay VaidyaBy Reeva Khandelwal, Advay Vaidya    
&&    Anusha BhideAnusha Bhide

Soon after this, Mohammed Ali Jinnah was brutally
assassinated by Mohammed Wavell and Kazi Abdul
Ghaffar. Wavell claimed that he carried out the act due to
his belief that Jinnah was an 'incompetent leader' and
that peaceful methods to resolve the crisis were not
accepted by the Muslim masses. Consequently, Wavell
took matters into his own hands, "a small price to pay for
salvation."

As the news of Jinnah's passing sank in, the Magistrate of
Delhi revealed the contents of Jinnah's will, which
designated Kazi Abdul Gafar as the Chairperson of AIML
and Mohammed Wavell as the Secretary General.
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The committee, still processing the previous
information, was bombarded by the International
Press, demanding answers. The press, backed up by
compelling evidence, cornered prominent figures
like Gandhi, Nehru, Agha Khan III, Mohammad
Wavell, and Kazi Abdur Zafar. First on the spot was
Gandhi, who was questioned about his leadership
and influence, to which he struggled to provide a
clear answer. Next in line of fire came Jawaharlal
Nehru, who, when asked about fostering Hindu-
Muslim unity, delved into historical matters rather
than addressing the immediate concerns.

Infighting amongst both Hindus and Muslims was
evident. Wavell faced inquiries about gaining the
trust and faith of the Muslims despite being a
Britishman and being associated with Jinnah's
demise, for which his counterparts had to defend
him. As the conference concluded, the press finally
received the answers they had sought, leaving the
situation somewhat clarified.
When a motion to discuss the Khalistan issue was
passed, the delegates took to the stage to address it.
Master Tara Singh stated that the reason for partition
was not division but identity, recognition, and
power. They demanded a land where Sikhs could
live peacefully and happily, as he believed that the
Sikhs were not compatible with the rest of the
nation. Kazi Abdul Gaffar did not agree with these
points.

5

ILLUSTRATED BY MANASIJ MAHANTI

  Unmoderated Caucus Surprise!  Mahatma Gandhi,
the champion of non-violence, faced a tough choice for
his political career. To safeguard unity among the Hindi
Muslim communities he advocated, he converted his
religion!  But remember, his legacy remains in
promoting peace and tolerance!   #Gandhi #Unity
#Nonviolence

Aazaad Diplomatic Review 
@hfsmun2023

10:00 AM . Aug 5, 2023 . Twitter for hfsmun  

That was when the lights went out.
Mohammed Wavell displayed his power
by announcing a Forward Bloc that
proposed the formation of Pakistan, a
'haven' for Muslims. Hari Singh strongly felt
that the partition could be resolved
peacefully and that it was unnecessary.
The Amritsar crisis and the issue of Hindu-
Muslim unity could be peacefully resolved
by granting them certain rights and
freedom.
 
As soon as the Khalistan movement died
down, the 1947 MADNESS struck. The
British Army strengthens its hold on the
Golden Temple, using violence and
hostages to quell riots, evoking the
Jallianwala Bagh tragedy. Leaked KSD
documents expose a covert agreement for
the armed paramilitary wing's shift to
Shimla in exchange for a British-backed
Khalistani state, substantiated by
compelling evidence. The AIML is declared
illegal, Muslim League members face arrest
or execution, and shoot-down orders
target prominent figures like Gandhi as
ineffective bombs are seized from the
Forward Bloc. The British Royal Air Force's
bombing of protest centres in Karachi,
Dhaka, and Lahore causes widespread
casualties, including British casualties,
inadvertently striking even British offices
amid centralised protests. As these
delegates were gearing up to solve these
crises, Gandhi stood up and declared his
new religion as…

I C CI C C   



2023 NATONATO

It's worth noting that the topic of discussion was
the Russia-Ukraine war.

This wasn't the end of Russia's challenges, though.
They had to face compelling arguments put
forward by the USA and Latvia, describing how
Russia went from a "Roaring lion to a meek mouse"
and how they attempted to twist topics to gaslight
the committee.

After numerous requests, a crisis was finally
"granted" that entailed Russia allegedly hacking
into Latvia's vital infrastructure. The crisis resulted
in the deaths of 15 US cyber professionals and 8
opposition soldiers, as well as the involvement of
the Canadian task force, the Latvian military's
cybersecurity response division, and the Cyber
National Mission Force of the US Cyber Command.
It all came down to the majority, with Portugal,
Turkey, Ukraine, Denmark, and Bulgaria urging the
invocation of Article V and Ireland and Belgium
opposing it. While Russia defended itself against
being accused without a legal investigation, other
members were confident about the allegation
against Russia and "Its fragile ego" (The Delegate of
Latvia). Thus answering the question of the
Shakespeares’ of our committee.

ILLUSTRATED BY AMODINI GHALKE
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On the second day of the HFSMUN, many countries,
like Spain, highlighted the need for amendments in
Article V concerning its cyber security and wording.
As the committee progressed, delegates made
riveting speeches and countered their fellow
delegates' with bold questions, seen when Russia
questioned France, "France itself does not trust
NATO; how shall we?"

BREAKING: Denmark’s speech unities Russia and
Latvia once again. Is world peace in talks?

NATO Chronicles
@hfsmun2023

#Humanrights #Worldpeace

10:00 AM . Aug 5, 2023 . Twitter for hfsmun  

ARTICLE V: TO INVOKE OR NOT TO
INVOKE, THAT IS THE QUESTION

  

ARTICLE V: TO INVOKE OR NOT TO
INVOKE, THAT IS THE QUESTION

 BY RIYA NEGANDHI AND SHALVIKAA UDAPURKARBY RIYA NEGANDHI AND SHALVIKAA UDAPURKAR

The delegate of Ukraine surprised everyone,
including the executive board, by arriving on the
second day after being absent on the first. Being a
close ally of NATO, the country received
overwhelming support from other committee
members. During Ireland's speech, they rightly
pointed out that the deaths of 30 villagers did not
equate to the actions of thirty countries sanctioning
Russia. However, Ireland inadvertently overlooked
the "minor" detail of the other 14,000 deaths that
occurred later due to Russia's "special military
operation" on Ukraine, which persisted for 22 months
instead of the intended three days. 
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‘HUGS, NOT DRUGS’‘HUGS, NOT DRUGS’‘HUGS, NOT DRUGS’
   

“It's no lie, drugs will make your momma cry”

The saga continues.

The delegates of the UNSC committee were seen adapting to their environment and feeling more
comfortable in their skin. El Salvador and Germany were seen breaking free of their dormant
courage and powerful voices. The Russian delegates firmly stated that they do not trust the
United Nations, and Germany took offence at this lack of trust from the powerful nation. India
wished for the abolition of China’s veto power for intruding on India’s sovereignty but remained
silent when questioned about their breach of Pakistan.

7

UNSCUNSC

ILLUSTRATED BY AMODINI GHALKE

BY NAVYA JOSHI, KIMAYA DESHPANDEBY NAVYA JOSHI, KIMAYA DESHPANDEBY NAVYA JOSHI, KIMAYA DESHPANDE
   & DHAIRYA PATEL& DHAIRYA PATEL& DHAIRYA PATEL

Next in order was the Mexican
communiqué, which barely lasted because
another crisis graced the committee,
accusing Russia: "Russian acts are nothing
less than terrorism in Ukraine".

In a simulated ICJ trial, Russia presented
its rationale for the invasion of Ukraine,
citing the defense of UN culture and their
territorial beliefs. They argued that
Ukraine would have agreed with the
perceived benefits of the invasion.
Moreover, Russia contended that any
other country engaging in military action
against another should face expulsion
from the council, with the exception of
themselves.

The trial also witnessed the guest
delegate and DISEC Chair, Gia Fernandes,
strongly denouncing the USA, accusing it
of exploiting its position and repeatedly
violating treaties. Gia questioned the
legitimacy of the USA's permanent seat
on the UN Security Council, arguing that
its actions should have led to
disqualification from the P5 position from
the outset. 
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The outcome of this tribunal court
resulted in an informal vote, finally
expelling Russia’s veto power. To
everyone's relief, the other crises were
resolved when Bhutan closed up the
Doklam border to prevent China from
crossing and an external organisation was
reprimanded for the assassination in
France. 

With justice now reinstated worldwide, the
committee ascended to the second agenda
item: ‘Regulation of drug crackdowns with
special emphasis on El Salvador’. In the
GSL, multiple countries, such as Bolivia, 

8

UNSCUNSC

ILLUSTRATED BY AMODINI GHALKE

Breaking News: Russia has lost its veto power at the
United Nations Security Council. A significant
development in global politics!  

United Nations Security Watch
@hfsmun2023

#UNSC #Russia #VetoPowerLost #GlobalPolitics

10:00 AM . Aug 5, 2023 . Twitter for hfsmun  

South Africa, Columbia, Germany, South
Korea, and El Salvador itself, vouched to
self-heal through rehabilitation and
education and were immediately attacked
for not solving their own economies drug
dependency and drug problems! Amidst
the self-ousting, some hilarious
outbreaks occurred: Columbia approached
the dais barefoot, the Chair shouted "Be
flair-y and talk about drugs and all!", and
the EB barred the USA for over-chatting!
Hurled into the mix was India floor-
smashing a water bottle to emphasise how
poorly El Salvador treats its citizens;
former Secretary General Hriday Adani
was ecstatically racing in and consuming
drugs only to get chased and arrested.
"Victory to El Salvador! Mi gusto!", he
shouted.
 
On a romantic note, a poem recitation
with a rose was sent mid-session for the
Executive Board Members! The
committee saw the end of another
eventful day with the introduction of two
directives. Alas! Peace has no stable home
in The United Nations Security Council, as
it always finds its way into another crisis.



2023 DISECDISEC

THE INDECISION OF WAR AND FUNDING
BY SHREYA VIJAYANAND AND AAROHI DESHPANDE
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Shattered windows and shattered hopes,
A piece of glass fallen on the floor

The pain suffered by Yemen
The only cause being their negligence

 
With the competency of each country
represented in the committee being rigorously
tested, today's session commenced with great
enthusiasm. Jordan had been blatantly
criticised for not making any efforts to
eradicate VNSAs. But haven’t they been
terrorising the world for decades?

The USA was accused of being that unrecognised
terrorist organisation that bombs nations just
because it's bored! Heated arguments one after
another led to the unjustified terror intentions
of the USA, the seemingly so-called P5.

The irony continues when all these countries
that claim to require help and support
themselves provide a safe haven for militant
organisations. The major confusion that spread
in the committee was whether these countries
needed funding for the safety of their citizens
or for the safety of their terrorists. Saudi
Arabia mocks Iraq as a remake of Call of Duty,
unable to identify the flying objects in the sky,
when Saudi Arabia itself is in the same state of
pity.

"Iran does need Netflix to premiere John Wick
when they can live-action it."

Following the moderated caucus, Al Qaeda
stormed intp commitee wrecking havoc.
Justifying their fight in the name of Islam, Al
Qaeda threatened America with suffering and
proceeded to call them the epitome of ‘white-
collar diplomacy.’ They claim their actions are 

BREAKING: Palestine assumes the role of Tom
Cruise; claims Syria, Russia and Iraq to be it’s three
wives.

World Peace Bulletin
@hfsmun2023

#TomCruise #Palestine

10:00 AM . Aug 5, 2023 . Twitter for hfsmun  

only responses in order to survive the hunters hired by the USA. Amidst the chaos, the one
questionable decision was Russia's siding with Al Qaeda. 

Is Russia declaring war? Or is Russia behind the militant organisation itself? 

Guess we’ll have to wait and watch.

ILLUSTRATED BY MANASIJ MAHANTI
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AJEEB DASTANYE OF
UNGA

  
 BY OINDRILLA GHOSH, VYOMINI NATHWANI

& RAJVI BALAR

  

AJEEB DASTANYE OF
UNGA

 
 BY OINDRILLA GHOSH, VYOMINI NATHWANI

& RAJVI BALAR

 On a rainy morning, the delegates entered with a smile that
brightened the room, ready to start the 2nd day with a bang.
The committee began right from where it had left off, with keen
delegates consulting other nations regarding their working
papers and prospective resolutions. Amidst the smooth flow of
the session, an unexpected interruption in the form of "Ra-Ra-
Rasputin" caused a momentary distraction, eliciting gentle
giggles from the attendees across the room. 

Creating an efficient bloc was as arduous for the delegates as it
was for the Palestinians to defeat the Israelis. The complete
eradication of nuclear armaments and the prevention of
producing destructive weapons was considered to be the sole
objective of the ideal proposition. 

The constant crosstalk by the delegates and the snide remarks
of Japan made the cheeky EB compare the proceedings to a live
YouTube commentary section; after which several delegates
were barred. Amidst the smooth proceedings, an unexpected
twist unfurled as Israel was summoned to dance as a form of
apology to DPRK, which eventually led to the EB and the Head
of Security frolicking to the Bhojpuri Melody of “Lollipop
Lagelu” like there was no tomorrow. 
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UNGAUNGAUNGA

After protracted deliberation and a possible
conclusion to the matter at hand, the committee
seemed to have proceeded onto the second agenda of
the committee “Deliberation on Palestinian
Statehood’’.

While the delegates prepared for the crisis, the
committee was suddenly barged in by the Taliban
protesting that the Muslims were being oppressed and
threatened to bomb every country that did not follow
the Sharia law and threatening to assassinate the
Chinese president. They left the committee in distress
when they announced that the secret affairs of
working hand in hand with Hamas, Al-Qaeda and a P5
nation. This left the committee in a palpable mix of
emotions leading to an intriguing end to the day; all the
whilst inciting curiosity and inquisitiveness for the next
day.

BREAKING: Taliban storms UNGA committee,
demands global Sharia Law, claims powerful backers!
China and India targeted by threats. Who's backing the
Taliban? Stay tuned for updates!

Global Unity News
@hfsmun2023

#WorldNews #UNGA #SecurityConcerns

10:00 AM . Aug 5, 2023 . Twitter for hfsmun  

ILLUSTRATED BY RIYAAN RANEY

The EB was appalled to find one of the delegates passionately

trying to create a new score for the third time amidst the session

in Subway Surfers whilst the committee was still in session. 
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Day two started off with the same faces but a
whole new wave of enthusiasm.

The voices of the delegates filled the room with a
unique 'josh' and set the committee to an
enthusiastic onset.

It did not take long for the committee to spring
into its first moderated caucus. 'Deliberating the
rights of the LGBTQIA+ community' was
introduced and passed. Controversial
statements made by the delegate of China,
Turkmenistan and Taiwan fuelled the
committee's ongoing debate to an even more
infuriating argument. "LGBTQ OR LGBT-GOO?!"
quoted China and in response, was called a
"hoard of chimpanzees" by Taiwan. Other
countries argued back in favour of the delicate
topic; bringing a fair balance and domination
into the committee.

Onto the next moderated caucus! After a quick
round of some important GSLs, "Protection of
Journalism and Press in Light of Freedom of
Speech" was introduced as the next moderated
caucus. 

BREAKING NEWS: THREAT OF WAR?! A paper chit
passed by the Russian Delegate to the EB reveals a
warning of war to its old nemesis Ukraine as a reply to
their defamation of the Russian President, Vladimir
Putin. ‘Revenge shall be taken and the insult should be
returned’ was the threat. 

Human Rights Insider
@hfsmun2023

#Vengeance #ColdWarOrHotBlood?

10:00 AM . Aug 5, 2023 . Twitter for hfsmun  

UNHRCUNHRC

LIBERTY OF EXPRESSION:LIBERTY OF EXPRESSION:LIBERTY OF EXPRESSION:   
CHIEF OR THIEF?CHIEF OR THIEF?CHIEF OR THIEF?

   BY ANAAMYA PANCHAL ,JAANVI MOHNOT BY ANAAMYA PANCHAL ,JAANVI MOHNOT BY ANAAMYA PANCHAL ,JAANVI MOHNOT & RHEA ROY& RHEA ROY& RHEA ROY

ILLUSTRATED BY SHAURYA RAY

Speaking about freedom of press, Pakistan,
Palestine, China, and Turkmenistan cleverly
stated that they were simply ‘Protecting their
people’ by restricting journalism to an extent.
Chaos arose as the Delegate of Ukraine stepped
onto the floor with a printed picture of the
President of Russia, Vladimir Putin, calling him a
‘clown,’ (and went on to crumple it as an act of
disrespect.)
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The tension in the room thickened as the
age-old India-Pakistan rivalry came into the
foreground. "Pakistan is the king of
terrorists," India said furiously, to the
devastating horrors of the territory
activities of Pakistani terrorists. "India goes
around destroying mosques because they
are INSECURE about their OWN
RELIGION!”, China, Pakistan’s ally,
responded.

The committee was greeted by guest
delegates and the International Press as an
adrenaline-rushing Press conference took
over. Countries were bombarded with nail-
biting questions and put in a fix as
delegates answered with utter care to
uphold the respect of their country. Press 

UNHRCUNHRC

 ILLUSTRATED BY ISHITA SHINKHEDKAR

members scrutinised and cross-questioned every word uttered by the conscious delegates of
Germany, Turkmenistan, Israel, and Cuba. However, overcoming the intimidation, they stood true
to their policies and represented their country’s foreign policies.

Overall, the day was a rollercoaster of highs and lows, allies and arguments and blocs and barring.
The second day was a good continuation of the first and set a great expectations for the final day
of HFSMUN’23.
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